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Experience the soul of Moroccan hospitality at the legendary La Maison Arabe, a luxurious riad-hotel set in the heart of the ancient medina of Marrakech. An authentic haven of tranquillity that echoes the city’s rich history, heritage and culture; this oasis celebrates a rich storied past, as one of Marrakech’s finest dining experience since 1946. Uncover the secrets of refined Moroccan cuisine under the guidance of a traditional Dada at the cooking school or bask in an exotic yet serene atmosphere, immersed amid the secret garden sanctuary of the hotel’s Country Club a few minutes away in the Palmeraie.






Rank #18


TripAdvisor Best of the Best

Top 25 hotels in the World





Rank #1


TripAdvisor Best of the Best

Top 25 hotels in Africa





Rank #6


Conde Nast Traveler

Top 10 hotels in North Africa
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                                Contact Details:

                                1, Derb Assehbé, Bab Doukkala, Marrakech Médina, Maroc

T 00 212 524 38 70 10

F (+212) 5 24 38 72 21

E reservation@lamaisonarabe.com

                            

                             
	Local Time:

	06:50




	Temperature:

	-
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Latest News, Events and Offers
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MOROCCAN CULINARY GETAWAY



Discover the sensory pleasures Marrakech’s centuries-old culinary traditions through its aromatic spice-rich cuisines on a delectable journey at La Maison Arabe.


MORE DETAILS
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STAY & SPA INDULGENCEE



Retreat to rejuvenate in the privacy and seclusion of the sanctuary of La Maison Arabe. Indulge in a pampering spa getaway in traditional style and unwind with a Royal Couple Spa Treatment which includes a 45-min hammam and a 45-min massage.


MORE DETAILS
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    Languages

    	English
	中文
	Français
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